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Purpose

Through the Partners in Preservation program (PiP), American Express and the National Trust for Historic Preservation have established a partnership that is unique among corporate-nonprofit relationships for its longevity, collaborative spirit and visibility. Since launching in 2006, PiP has grown in scope and aspiration. It also evolved alongside trends in digital marketing and engagement. This report endeavors to capture the cumulative impact of PiP and create a base of knowledge from which American Express and the National Trust can shape future collaborations.

Executive Summary

Each year, between 20 to 25 historic places are selected to vie for their share of preservation funding from American Express. Since its inception in 2006, Partners in Preservation (PiP) has awarded more than $25 million in grants to more than 250 historic sites across the United States. As one of the largest privately funded preservation programs in the country, PiP is a critical source of funding for brick and mortar preservation projects.

PiP broke new ground by positioning historic preservation as a cause important to people and communities. By democratizing funding for preservation and—creating new relevancy and urgency for the cause—this longstanding partnership elevated historic preservation to newer, broader audiences.

For many organizations, participating in PiP was transformative. By opening up their doors and rallying their communities to vote for their sites, participating organizations experienced long-lasing impacts on their:

• **Mission and Programs.**
  The restoration projects funded by PiP enabled recipient organizations to better serve their communities.

• **Fundraising**
  PiP enabled participants to leverage additional funds and find new donors.

• **Marketing**
  PiP resulted in increased media attention and growth in social media communities.

• **Community Engagement**
  PiP raised the visibility of organizations in their communities, in particular through Open House events. Many organizations found new partners, and several “competing” organizations even continued to collaborate after the campaign was over.

PiP has also had an important impact on the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The initiative has grown the Trust’s audience, increased its visibility, and positioned the organization for other national grantmaking collaborations. These collaborations have grown in recent years to include the National Fund for Sacred Places and the African American Cultural Heritage Action Fund.

Going forward, the challenge for PiP will be to continue to keep the grant-making process innovative, connect more communities with preservation, and engage more people in saving the places that matter to them.

The Sixth & I Historic Synagogue in Mount Vernon Square, D.C., received a $75,000 grant from Partners in Preservation in 2013. Photo courtesy of Pepper Watkins.
I.

BACKGROUND

With the company’s roots in the travel services industry, American Express has a long history of supporting the preservation of historic places around the world. One of its earliest acts as a young company in 1885 was raising money through its employees to help build the pedestal for the Statue of Liberty. In 1995, the company helped found the World Monuments Fund’s Watch List, which highlights the most endangered historic sites in the world. American Express’s support of the National Trust for Historic Preservation dates back to the 1970s.

In 2006, American Express approached the Trust with the idea to create a large-scale, national program to restore, revitalize and preserve historic sites. With a small, nimble team that included staff from both the Trust and American Express, the Partners in Preservation (PiP) program was born. The program had three main goals:

1. Raise the visibility of diverse historic places,
2. Mobilize public support for historic preservation, and
3. Deliver financial assistance to preservation projects in strategic cities across the United States.

The San Francisco Bay Area was selected for the inaugural campaign. A diverse group of 25 historic sites in the Bay Area selected by the Trust would vie for $1 million in grants from American Express by asking community members to vote for their favorite sites online.

The Bay Area campaign was the Trust’s first attempt to invite the public’s participation on a mass scale. It also represented a new and unusual way of distributing preservation funds.

When the program was announced in 2006, social media was nascent and the concept of voting for a charity to win funding was novel. In fact, the Wall Street Journal and several other media outlets described PiP as the “American Idol” of historic preservation, referencing the highest-rated television program at the time.

The public voting aspect of PiP was an important part of the initial program design, because engaging the public was a primary objective of American Express and the Trust from the outset. “We’re trying to save places people care about,” said David Brown, former chief preservation officer at the Trust and one of PiP’s founding architects. “How do we know what people care about? Why not let them vote?” In addition, Brown said, public participation helps counter perceptions of elitism often associated with historic preservation. “We were essentially saying, ‘You can make a decision where the money goes,’” he said. “It democratized how money was going out the door.”

Selecting a diverse and even unconventional set of sites to participate in each PiP campaign also helped broaden the public’s perception of historic preservation. “A lot of people think about preservation in the context of Mount Vernon and Colonial Williamsburg—places where famous men lived,” said Brown. “We wanted to show that preservation was really about a range of places that come together to tell the story of America.”

Following eight years of city-based campaigns, PiP evolved into national, themed campaigns, beginning in 2016 with PiP: National Parks. People from across the U.S. were invited to “Vote Your Park” to celebrate the National Park Service Centennial. Most recently, PiP: Main Streets in 2017 and 2018 celebrated the importance of Main Street districts across the U.S.
## IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS

All numbers represent Partners in Preservation campaigns from 2006-2017.

### PRESERVATION FUNDING

- **$25 Million+** invested in
- **250 unique sites**
- **20 national parks**
- **14 cities**
- **12 main street communities**

### EARNED MEDIA

- **3 Billion+ impressions**
- **4,000+ media placements**

### PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

- **13 Million+ page views**
- **3 Million+ votes collected**
- **570,000+ individuals voted online**

### MEDIA OUTLETS

Partners in Preservation has generated coverage in nearly every major media outlet in the United States as well as heavy local coverage in cities where the campaigns took place. A sampling of outlets that have covered PiP over the years includes:

- The Boston Globe
- Chicago Tribune
- The New York Times
- San Francisco Chronicle
- The Wall Street Journal
- USA Today
- Associated Press
- WGN
- nola
- The Times-Picayune
- The Seattle Times
- The Washington Post
- BuzzFeed News
- ABC News
- Forbes
- Daily News
Mission and Program Impacts

At its core, PiP is a preservation-based grant-making program. Grants provided by American Express enable nonprofit organizations that own or rent historic properties to complete strategic restoration projects on their facilities. In many cases, these physical improvements have enabled organizations located in the historic sites to better serve their communities.

For example, in the historic New Orleans community of Tremé, St. Augustine Church received a $75,000 grant to restore its Parish Hall, which had been in desperate need of repair. Now that the restoration is final, St. Augustine reports that Parish Hall is better positioned to serve the community as a religious center and community meeting place. "One of our goals is to continue the St. Augustine tradition of outreach programs to the poor and needy, and our building serves this purpose on a weekly basis," the church wrote in a grant report.

In Chicago, a $100,000 PiP grant enabled another church, Quinn Chapel AME Church, to remodel its kitchen—the floor of which had become dangerously unstable. With a safe and modern kitchen, the church is now physically equipped to serve its constituents and meet the needs of its programs, which include a Head Start early childhood program, the children’s ministry Sunday School, and hundreds of community meals prepared weekly at Quinn Chapel.

IN A 2010 SURVEY OF PiP PARTICIPANTS FROM 2006-2010:

- 23 sites reported that they had raised an average of $60,000 in individual funding
- 25 sites reported an average of $79,000 in additional public and foundation funding
- 10 sites reported that PIP enabled them to hire 13 fulltime employees
Fundraising Impacts

Many participants report that they were able to leverage their participation in PiP to raise additional funds from public and private sources. These additional funds were often needed to complete the original restoration project or were part of a larger capital campaign. The additional visibility generated by PiP—as well as the prestige associated with the American Express and National Trust brands—helped these organizations attract new donors and make their case to potential funders.

**ORGANIZATIONS THAT LEVERAGED ADDITIONAL FUNDS THROUGH THEIR PARTICIPATION IN PIP INCLUDE:**

**SAN FRANCISCO HERITAGE**
The $75,000 grant awarded during the inaugural PiP campaign in 2006 for the 1886 Haas-Lilienthal House laid the groundwork for a transformational $4.3 million campaign to fully restore and rehabilitate the house in 2013-2017. The American Express Foundation continued to support Heritage with a $250,000 campaign gift and a $150,000 grant awarded in 2018 to transform the Doolan-Larson building at the corner of Haight and Ashbury.

**TUBMAN**
An $84,000 PiP grant awarded to the social services agency during the 2011 Twin Cities campaign, for improving public restrooms at the Harriet Tubman Center East building, helped the agency make a case that the building is an architectural treasure designed to last. Tubman’s leadership credits PiP as becoming part of its “foundational story” that has since enabled the organization to raise $2.8 million from approximately 70 donors for capital improvements to the building.

**BROOKLYN PUBLIC LIBRARY**
The popular vote winner of the 2012 New York City campaign first received a $250,000 grant to restore the entrance doors of the central branch. The New York State Department of Education granted an additional $209,740 to cover the remaining cost of the project.

**MCKINNEY MAIN STREET**
One of the winners of the 2017 PiP: Main Streets campaign in McKinney, Texas, received a $150,000 grant to support a “facelift” to the McKinney Performing Arts Center, the heart of the town square. Public and private donors contributed an additional $195,000 to revitalize the multi-use and performing arts center.
PiP a ‘Lifesaver’ for Nonprofit Childcare Center

Nihonmachi Little Friends (NLF) is a private nonprofit childcare center in San Francisco that provides Japanese-English bilingual education programs for preschool and elementary school-aged children. When NLF was selected to participate in Partners in Preservation in 2006, it had almost finished a $2.2 million capital campaign to purchase and renovate the historic building, which it had been able to acquire through an out-of-court settlement with the YWCA. The $62,000 PiP grant came at the “perfect time,” said executive director Cathy Inamasu. The funds were used to repair the roof, wood frame windows and exterior stucco of the building, originally designed as the Japanese YWCA by famed architect Julia Morgan.

In 2012, NLF launched a second capital campaign to build a new classroom that would adjoin the historic building and construct a rooftop playground. Although construction was completed in May 2017, funds had run out before the buildings could be painted the same color. A second grant from American Express for $150,000 in November 2018 will provide funds to replace the wood casement windows, repair stucco and tie the old and new buildings together with a coat of fresh paint.

Inamasu said the PiP experience has been only positive. “It’s hard to get funds for this,” she said. “Only a very limited number of foundations support this type of work. We’re a small nonprofit, so this has been a lifesaver for us.”

The Nihonmachi Little Friends facility encompasses the historic former Japanese YWCA (building on right) and a newly constructed building (on left). Photo courtesy of Cathy Inamasu, Nihonmachi Little Friends.
**Marketing Impacts**

With public engagement a primary goal of PiP, American Express and the National Trust made strategic investments in marketing for each PiP campaign that helped to build capacity within participating organizations and mobilize the public to vote. Although marketing tactics range from year to year and reflect the evolving digital landscape, they generally include advertising, earned media, media partnerships and promotional events. Beginning with the National Parks campaign in 2016, participating organizations received $10,000-$20,000 grants to offset the costs of promotion.

Given these investments in marketing, and with the help of a dedicated PR firm for each PiP campaign, participating organizations reported increased media attention that helped to raise their profile in the community. In a 2019 survey of PiP participants from 2010 to 2017, albeit with a small sample size, 94 percent of respondents reported an increase in media coverage.

For PiP campaigns that took place before social media was widely used by nonprofits, PiP was an opportunity for participating organizations to experiment with a new way to communicate with their communities. Social media trainings for each cohort of PiP participants conducted in the beginning of the campaigns were especially valuable for smaller nonprofits with limited staff.

Surveys conducted in 2010 and 2019 reveal that past participants credit PiP for improving their social media marketing. In earlier years of PiP, participants were more likely to experience dramatic growth in Facebook followers. However, more recent participants also reported that PiP helped them grow their social media communities and increase engagement.

**In a 2010 survey of PiP participants:**
- 77 percent of respondents reported that PiP improved their social media presence.
- 18 respondents reported having no Facebook presence prior to PiP.
- Respondents with Facebook experienced an average growth of 277% more followers.

“Likely the best part of participating in the contest was the push it gave us to foray into the social networking world . . . We had been dancing around getting started with these sites for a while now, but PiP was the spark we needed to get our presence out there. We are very proud of the positive responses generated, and plan to continue to build on this in the future!”
- Louisa May Alcott’s Orchard House, PiP: Greater Boston participant

“Overall, we benefited most from the training provided on our social media presence, which has ultimately helped draw more followers and visitors to our programs.”
- Brooklyn Public Library, PiP: New York City popular vote winner

“Many people first learned about the schooner during the PiP campaign, which, through its strong social media campaign, brought an additional $55,000 for the Sound Experience educational campaign ‘Getting Kids on the Boat.’”
- The Sound Experience, PiP: Seattle-Puget Sound popular vote winner for Schooner Adventuress

---

**PiP and Social Media**

Past participants say PiP helped them:

- GET STARTED WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
- GAIN FOLLOWERS
- INCREASE ENGAGEMENT
- INVEST IN SOCIAL MEDIA

---

PiP Helps Broaden a Cambridge Ballet Theatre’s Mission

When the José Mateo Ballet Theatre entered into a long-term lease at Old Cambridge Baptist Church in Harvard Square Historic District in 2001, the 1870 building was in a state of disrepair. After eight years in the space, José Mateo had completed restoration of the building’s major systems, but six etched glass windows in the Sanctuary Theatre were at the point of failure.

A $100,000 Partners in Preservation grant in 2009 paid for restoration of five of the windows. However, the grant was just one benefit of participation and “maybe not the largest,” said managing director Scott Fraser. Much of the value of the PiP program, Fraser said, was how well it promoted visitation of historic sites. “It broadened who we were,” he said. “Here’s this dance company creating new work, but also actively engaged in preservation and historic tourism. It allowed us to attract both individual and institutional funders who would otherwise never be interested in a dance organization,” he said.

Fraser credits PiP for retooling the theatre’s entire business model to include historic site management. “It changed our framework of who we thought we were,” he said. “It’s a great space in Harvard Square. We understood the real estate significance but didn’t understand its role in creative place-making and sense of belonging in the community.”
Community Engagement Impacts

One of the most consistent impacts of PiP that participating organizations report is the ability to rally their communities around their historic buildings or landscape. This anecdotal evidence suggests that PiP was successful in achieving its initial objectives of raising the visibility of historic places and mobilizing support for historic preservation. Additionally, as one participant from a local preservation group commented, PiP offered an opportunity for their organization to be perceived as a “proactive entity, versus just a voice of opposition (reactive).” PiP offered an opportunity for their organization to be perceived as one participant from a local preservation group commented, mobilizing support for historic preservation. Additionally, as initial objectives of raising the visibility of historic places and evidence suggests that PiP was successful in achieving its around their historic buildings or landscape. This anecdotal organizations report is the ability to rally their communities together. The completed project brought a sense of pride to the school and the community, and allowed people to learn about (or remember) the history of the school.”

“Participating in PiP energized our community and brought people together. The completed project brought a sense of pride to the school and the community, and allowed people to learn about (or remember) the history of the school.”

– Latin American Montessori Bilingual Public Charter School, PiP: Metro DC grantee

“It has instilled a renewed sense of pride in our community and across our region.”

– Casa Grande Main Street, PiP: Main Streets 2017 grantee

OPEN HOUSES

Since the first campaign in San Francisco, all PiP participants have held Open House events during which they open their doors to the public and invite them to experience the historic buildings and landscapes in that year’s program. Across the board, PiP participants report positive impacts from Open Houses, including greater visibility, new community partners, new volunteers and new donors.

Even years after taking part in PiP, several organizations have continued to incorporate Open Houses into their regular public programming. José Mateo Ballet Theatre, housed in a historic Gothic church in Cambridge, Mass., is one such organization. “We were shocked that we could attract hundreds of people to our facility just by opening the doors and have that be the link into dance and dance education,” said Scott Fraser, managing director. “Open Houses are a key part of the marketing of our ballet programs now. We’ve seen new students in classes, new audience members, and have seen people eventually convert to donors.”

The Pioneers and Soldiers Cemetery in Minneapolis held an indie rock concert as part of its Open House in 2011 that was staffed by young volunteers from a nearby high school.

“Open Houses, including greater visibility, new community partners, new volunteers and new donors.

Even years after taking part in PiP, several organizations have continued to incorporate Open Houses into their regular public programming. José Mateo Ballet Theatre, housed in a historic Gothic church in Cambridge, Mass., is one such organization. “We were shocked that we could attract hundreds of people to our facility just by opening the doors and have that be the link into dance and dance education,” said Scott Fraser, managing director. “Open Houses are a key part of the marketing of our ballet programs now. We’ve seen new students in classes, new audience members, and have seen people eventually convert to donors.”

The Pioneers and Soldiers Cemetery in Minneapolis held an indie rock concert as part of its Open House in 2011 that was staffed by young volunteers from a nearby high school.

“Participating in PiP energized our community and brought people together. The completed project brought a sense of pride to the school and the community, and allowed people to learn about (or remember) the history of the school.”

– Latin American Montessori Bilingual Public Charter School, PiP: Metro DC grantee

“It has instilled a renewed sense of pride in our community and across our region.”

– Casa Grande Main Street, PiP: Main Streets 2017 grantee

LOCAL COLLABORATION

In addition to national partnerships, many PiP participants also report that they developed new community partnerships with local businesses, schools, nonprofits and other historic sites. For example, PiP helped McKinney Main Street develop partnerships with local museums that have resulted in the development of a new walking tour of the community.

One unexpected—yet positive—outcome of PiP during the city-focused campaigns was that the program convened a network of diverse historic sites that had not previously worked together. The strongest example of collaboration occurred in Greater Boston, where the PiP sites had such a positive experience that they continued to collaborate for years after the campaigns. They formed a joint initiative, Doors to History, and worked together to promote public visitation of their sites. A cohort of nonprofit leaders from these sites was also invited to participate in the American Express Leadership Academy.

“Participating in PiP energized our community and brought people together. The completed project brought a sense of pride to the school and the community, and allowed people to learn about (or remember) the history of the school.”

– Latin American Montessori Bilingual Public Charter School, PiP: Metro DC grantee
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Since the first campaign in San Francisco, all PiP participants have held Open House events during which they open their doors to the public and invite them to experience the historic buildings and landscapes in that year’s program. Across the board, PiP participants report positive impacts from Open Houses, including greater visibility, new community partners, new volunteers and new donors.

Even years after taking part in PiP, several organizations have continued to incorporate Open Houses into their regular public programming. José Mateo Ballet Theatre, housed in a historic Gothic church in Cambridge, Mass., is one such organization. “We were shocked that we could attract hundreds of people to our facility just by opening the doors and have that be the link into dance and dance education,” said Scott Fraser, managing director. “Open Houses are a key part of the marketing of our ballet programs now. We’ve seen new students in classes, new audience members, and have seen people eventually convert to donors.”
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“We would not have had the Open House that we did if it wasn’t for our involvement with Partners in Preservation. PiP helped energize us to make it happen … Your effect will be everlasting.”

– Friends of the Pioneers and Soldiers Cemetery, PiP: Twin Cities grantee

LOCAL COLLABORATION

In addition to national partnerships, many PiP participants also report that they developed new community partnerships with local businesses, schools, nonprofits and other historic sites. For example, PiP helped McKinney Main Street develop partnerships with local museums that have resulted in the development of a new walking tour of the community.

One unexpected—yet positive—outcome of PiP during the city-focused campaigns was that the program convened a network of diverse historic sites that had not previously worked together. The strongest example of collaboration occurred in Greater Boston, where the PiP sites had such a positive experience that they continued to collaborate for years after the campaigns. They formed a joint initiative, Doors to History, and worked together to promote public visitation of their sites. A cohort of nonprofit leaders from these sites was also invited to participate in the American Express Leadership Academy.

“A young Zion National Park supporter at an Open House event held in 2016. Photo courtesy of Zion National Park.”

A drum circle on Sunday afternoons is a weekly tradition in Meridian Hill/Malcolm X Park in Washington, D.C., which received a PiP grant in 2013. Photo courtesy of Popper Watkins.
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One unexpected—yet positive—outcome of PiP during the city-focused campaigns was that the program convened a network of diverse historic sites that had not previously worked together. The strongest example of collaboration occurred in Greater Boston, where the PiP sites had such a positive experience that they continued to collaborate for years after the campaigns. They formed a joint initiative, Doors to History, and worked together to promote public visitation of their sites. A cohort of nonprofit leaders from these sites was also invited to participate in the American Express Leadership Academy.
Woodward Theater Marquee Lights Up Main Street

Originally a silent movie house, the 1913 Woodward Theater in Over-the-Rhine, Ohio, reopened in 2013 as a concert and event venue. It soon became a hub for the community. But the façade was missing something critical: The original budget could not cover the reconstruction of the theater’s historic marquee.

With its sights set on a grant to restore the marquee, the Cincinnati Preservation Association (CPA) joined Partners in Preservation: Main Streets in 2017. With funds from a $20,000 marketing grant, CPA launched a “get out the vote” campaign that included promotional spots on Cincinnati’s local NPR station, Facebook ads, events at the theater, and printed materials. The owners of the Woodward Theater and local nonprofits that use the space for events also took on the cause, helping to spread the word to their communities.

“People were coming up to me and saying, ‘I’m voting for the theater,’” said Paul Muller, CPA’s executive director. “It really extended our reach, and the theater’s reach.”

Thanks to CPA’s awareness-building efforts, the Woodward Theater came in #7 in the voting contest and received a $150,000 grant. Because the historic site is now a music venue, Partners in Preservation helped CPA connect to a younger, more urban audience. “It connected us with people who are natural allies and supporters who weren’t as closely engaged with us before,” Muller said. “It added new people to the preservation community and we continue to engage with them.” In fact, Muller said that many of the same people involved in PiP are now working to save another historic site in Cincinnati, the historic King Records property.

On March 2, 2019, the theater turned on the restored marquee’s 300-plus light bulbs for the first time, celebrating the “Big Turn On” with live music and beer.
IV.

IMPACT ON THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Partners in Preservation has had transformative effects on the National Trust, some of which can be quantified, and others measured anecdotally. One of the most direct impacts of PiP has been the growth of the Trust’s audience. Since 2006, hundreds of thousands of people have learned about the Trust and its mission, deepening their connection to the cause of historic preservation.

Alicia Leuba, a former Trust staff member who managed PiP: Greater Boston, said that the program created significant visibility for the Trust. “It provided a focus and rallying point that was very positive,” Leuba recalled. “A lot of preservation work is advocacy, and people have differing perspectives.”

Perhaps most significantly, PiP has helped position the Trust as a national leader in preservation funding. PiP was the first national million-dollar grantmaking program that the Trust developed with a corporate partner. The Trust has since expanded on this idea, creating the National Fund for Sacred Places with Partners for Sacred Places and the Lilly Endowment, as well as the African American Cultural Heritage Action Fund, supported by multiple funders including the Ford Foundation and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

In the upcoming fiscal year, the Trust will make between $5 and $7 million in grant awards across the U.S. “PiP led the way for this evolution,” said David Brown.

“This was a very positive opportunity to talk about why preservation matters. Prior to PiP, we didn’t have anything like that on such a scale.”

– Alicia Leuba, former Trust staff member in Boston

CONCLUSION

Partners in Preservation has helped to transform the field of historic preservation by making it relevant to a new, digital-savvy generation. It has elevated preservation as an important goal for communities, broadened the public’s understanding of historic preservation, and democratized funding decisions.

The experience of administering PiP year after year helped grow the National Trust’s capacity to execute large-scale campaigns and manage the distribution of significant grant funds. PiP also helped lay the groundwork for future national partnerships at the Trust. American Express benefited from its longstanding support of PiP as well, in the form of brand exposure in key markets, positive press mentions, and relationships with new preservation-related organizations.

As American Express and the National Trust approach their 13th year of collaboration, the challenge will remain keeping PiP engaging and innovative. In particular, the public voting component will need to evolve to avoid fatiguing the public or placing an undue burden on participating organizations. This is an opportunity for the Trust and American Express to continue to implement innovative digital tactics for engaging people in preservation.

No matter how the collaboration evolves, the impact of PiP on the field of historic preservation is undeniable. For more than a decade, PiP has engaged the public in preservation funding decisions on a larger scale than had ever been attempted. Along the way, PiP has engaged hundreds of thousands of people, made indelible impacts on participating organizations, and restored places that help tell the story of our nation.
APPENDIX
PARTNERS IN PRESERVATION GRANTS

Listed below are the organizations and projects that received major funding through Partners in Preservation between 2006 and 2017. Those organizations that competed, but did not win major funding, each received a smaller unrestricted grant to support their operations and participation in the campaign. In total more than $25 million was given to more than 250 organizations.

2006: Bay Area

- Oakland - The Fox Theater reopens: $75,000
- City of Richmond - Richmond Municipal Auditorium (The Plaza): $75,000

2007: Chicagoland

- Board of Education, City of Chicago - Fire Station High School Restoration: $60,000
- Bohemian National Cemetery Association - Bohemian National Cemetery water tank restoration: $26,000

2008: New Orleans

- Friends of St. Alphonsus: $80,000
- Olydary House Louisiana: $75,000
- Save Our Cemeteries: $70,000

2009: Greater Boston

- Eliot Congregation Church of Roxbury: $75,000
- The Trustees of Reservations: $50,000
- Odyssey House Louisiana: $75,000
- St. James AME Church: $100,000

2010: Seattle - Puget Sound

- City of Gig Harbor: $100,000
- The First Church of Christ, Scientist: $75,000

2011: Twin Cities

- American Swedish Institute: $90,000
- Chautauqua Institution: $50,000

Puget Sound - Crews and volunteers join in to raise the sails of the Adventuress by hauling hand over hand. Photo courtesy of Sound Experience

2012: Twin Cities

- American Swedish Institute: $90,000
- Chautauqua Institution: $50,000

Photo courtesy of Nathan Bennett

City of Minneapolis $20,000
City of Mendota Heights $75,000
Christ on Capitol Hill $50,000
American Swedish Institute $90,000
"Heart of the Home" | American Swedish Institute's Twelfth Circle Restorations

City on Capitol Hill $50,000
Citizen's Lockton Church on Capitol Hill | Cultural and historical exterior preservation

City of Mendota Heights $75,000
Pilot Knob restoration

City of Minneapolis $20,000
Pioneers and Soldiers fence restoration project

Czech and Slovak Sokol Minnesota $80,000
Preserves the 19th Century CYPH Hall

Dana Press - Crews and volunteers join in to raise the sails of the Adventuress by hauling hand over hand. Photo courtesy of Sound Experience
2012: New York

- Town of Waterford: $95,000
- The Soap Factory: $70,000
- The Basilica Landmark: $110,000
- Pilgrim Baptist Church: $86,000
- Minnesota State Fair Foundation: $30,000
- Emerge Community Development: $110,000
- Louis Armstrong’s garden.

New York - The Father Bellini Center dancers perform traditional Dominican dances in the Apollo Theater interior restoration project.

- Restoring The Iron Bridge - The Path Where the Lamb at Military Road School – Repair of school's columns and cupola
- Restorations at Emerge Career and Technology Center
- Demonstration project
- Restoration of stained glass windows on the exterior, columns and cupola
- Repair and preservation of stained glass windows at Sixth St Historic Synagogue

2013: Washington DC

- All Souls Church, Unitarian: $50,000
- Preservation of historic hall trim, including cornices, frieze and windows
- Association for the Preservation of Historic Congressional Cemetery: $50,000
- Preservation and Rehabilitation of the Belmont Memorial Chapel at the Woodlawn Cemetery
- Restoration of the Woodlawn Cemetery

2014-15: National Treasures

- City of Miami: $80,000
- Preservation of 20th Century African American History in the Everglades National Park
- Reconstruction of Greenbelt Theatre's art deco lobby clock and windows
- Permission Battleship Row: The Place Where the Desert View Watchtower Mural Conservation

2016: National Parks

- Alaska Geographic Association, AK: $89,000
- Preservation of Clingmans Dome Observation Tower
- Re-gilding the ceiling adornments of the National Park Service

2017: Main Streets

- Birmingham Landmarks, Inc., AL: $140,000
- Cosa Grande Mainstreet, AZ: $164,000
- Los Angeles Conservancy: $170,000

2018 and Beyond

In 2018 Partners in Preservation returned to America’s Main Streets for a second year, generating more than one million votes and distributing a further $2 million in grants.

2019 was the third iteration of Partners in Preservation: Main Streets, with a special emphasis on places that celebrate and interpret women’s history.